Configuring Vicor IBC Converters with niPOLs

**Introduction**

Vicor bus converters are highly efficient, isolated, fixed ratio DC-DC converters based on Vicors patented Sine Amplitude Converter™ (SAC™) technology. Vicor bus converters come in three versions: an open-frame, industry standard VI Brick® IBC, a pick-and-place and surface mountable VI Chip® BCM® bus converter and a baseplate equipped, VI Brick BCM bus converter optimized for conduction cooling.

---

This application note details the necessary design considerations for successful implementation of Vicor bus converters powering non-isolated point of load converters (niPOLs) in intermediate bus architecture (IBA) applications.

IBA-based power systems convert a high voltage input bus to an intermediate voltage through an isolated DC-DC converter referred to as the intermediate bus converter. The intermediate bus voltage is further converted to even lower voltages through a set of non-isolated point of load DC-DC converters (niPOLs).

In order to configure the Vicor bus converters with niPOLs the following items should be carefully considered:

- Is an open frame IBC or BCM module more appropriate for the application?
- What is the necessary input range for the niPOLs?
- What power-processing capability is required of the bus converter?
- Are heat sinks required? Are fans required?
- External EMI filter considerations
- Input bus damping
- Source impedance of input bus
- Max output capacitance of intermediate bus
- Input line fusing
Is an IBC or BCM® Module More Appropriate for the Application?

Determining which Vicor bus converter is more appropriate for your application depends on several factors. Table 1 lists the differences in a side by side comparison. Vicor bus converters are fixed ratio DC-DC converters, meaning during normal operation the input and output are directly proportional to each other, as shown in Equation 1.

\[ V_{\text{out}} = K \cdot V_{\text{in}} \quad (1) \]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>IBC</th>
<th>BCM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>K factor offerings</strong></td>
<td>1/5, 1/4</td>
<td>1/32, 1/28, 1/16, 1/12, 1/8, 1/6, 1/5, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 2/3, 1/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Packaging</strong></td>
<td>Industry standard, open frame</td>
<td>Heat sink mountable? Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Heat sink mountable?</strong></td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is the Necessary Input Range for the niPOLs?

To determine the low-line and high-line requirements for downstream niPOLs take the low-line and high-line voltages of your input bus and multiply each by the K factor. For example, with a K factor of 1/4 and a 48V backplane that ranges between 36V and 60V, the downstream niPOLs should operate with an input voltage range between 9V and 15V.

What Power Processing Capability is Required of the Bus Converter?

To determine what power processing capability is required of the bus converter two items need to be considered. The first item is all power losses between the output terminals of the bus converter and the points of load. The second item is the available output power of the bus converter as a function of its output voltage.

When estimating the power losses between the bus converter’s output terminals and the point of load it is important to consider both the efficiencies of the niPOLs and the impedance of the distribution bus. As an illustration of this point, for a 500W bus converter to power five 100W niPOLs, the niPOLs must be 100% efficient and the distribution bus must have zero impedance; such prerequisites are unrealistic, therefore exercise due diligence.

Vicor bus converters have both a max output power rating and a max output current rating. Neither of these specifications should be exceeded; to meet both constraints the output power must be derated as a function of output voltage, \( P_{\text{OUT}}/V_{\text{OUT}} \leq I_{\text{MAX}} \), as shown in Figure 2.

This is particularly important to keep in mind since niPOLs behave as constant power devices.

If a single IBC or BCM module does not have enough power processing capability for your application, consider paralleling multiple bus converters. For more details on how to configure Vicor bus converters in an array please consult the data sheets, our applications engineers and AN:016 – Using BCM Bus Converters in High Power Arrays.
Are Heat Sinks Required? Are Fans Required?

VI Brick® IBCs are very efficient, open frame converters. Certain model IBCs achieve peak efficiencies greater than 98%. This high efficiency eliminates the need for heat sinking in the majority of applications. However, a fan cooling the IBC with at least 200LFM is recommended. For further thermal data regarding the IBC please consult the individual data sheet.

VI Chip® BCM® modules are manufactured in a pick-and-place compatible package, designed for high volume manufacturing. This package also provides a low case to junction thermal impedance and a flat surface onto which heat sinks can be mounted. For further information regarding the thermal management of BCM modules please consult AN:008 – VI Chip Bus Converter Module (BCM) Thermal Management.

VI Brick BCM modules are manufactured in a baseplate equipped package optimized for conduction cooled applications, especially when mounting onto a cold-plate. These products provide a rugged design and simplified mounting to reduce design time and thermal management costs.

External EMI Filter Considerations

IBC and BCM modules have a switching frequency often exceeding 1MHz, which is higher than that of most competitive products, enabling the design of more compact EMI filters. For information on how to design a filter for BCM modules please refer to AN:006 – A Filter Solution for the BCM. For further information regarding filter design for IBCs please consult with your local Vicor applications engineer.

The IBC conforms to industry standard eighth-brick and quarter-brick pinouts, and so it can be used as a drop in replacement for most competitor products. However, given the high switching frequency of the IBC, the onboard EMI filter may need to be altered. Keep in mind that a filter designed to attenuate 100kHz EMI may be self-resonant at frequencies well within the EMI spectra of the IBC. Often the filter may be reduced in size enabling superior performance of the IBC. Consult with Applications Engineering for assistance with your particular application if necessary.
Input Bus Damping

The wide bandwidth of Vicor bus converters enables them to very quickly process power as needed by the downstream niPOLS. It also guarantees that any voltage deviations present at the input of the bus converter will most certainly also appear at the output multiplied by its K factor. That includes any resonances, which may become amplified by the negative AC resistance presented by the niPOLS.

A distribution inductance greater than 100nH may resonate with the input capacitance of the bus converter at sufficiently low enough frequency to create an oscillation. To mitigate this potential instability it is important to minimize distribution inductance and ensure a critically damped response. Even if the negative resistance presented by the niPOLS does not come into play, an under-damped input bus is vulnerable to being excited by input reflected ripple currents.

For distribution inductance greater than 100nH a RC damper directly at the input is recommended to critically dampen the input terminals. For example, for 200nH of distribution inductance, 47µF in series with 0.3Ω connected across the input terminals will suffice. An electrolytic capacitor could be substituted provided that the ESR, ESL and temperature dependence are carefully considered.

Source Impedance of Input Bus

Given the high power processing capability of the bus converter it is very important to minimize the source impedance to lessen the voltage drop at its input terminals when the bus converter is processing high power. This is particularly important when operating near low line.

As a rule of thumb the source impedance should be at worst 10% of the lowest possible bus converter input impedance. For example, a bus converter processing 500W has an input impedance of (48V)² / 500W = 4.6Ω, in which case the source impedance should at worst be 0.46Ω from DC to about 5MHz. The input of the bus converter can be bypassed with additional capacitance to compensate for the source’s inability to guarantee low source impedance at higher frequencies.

Max Output Capacitance of Intermediate Bus

The total capacitance at the output of the bus converter should not exceed the max output capacitance specified in the data sheet. Remember to include the input capacitance internal to the niPOLS when budgeting for additional capacitance to be placed at the output of the bus converter.

Both the IBC and BCM® modules offer very low AC impedance beyond the bandwidth of most niPOLS. As long as the distribution impedance is also low, consider moving capacitance required at the input of the niPOLS to the input of the bus converter. Doing this reduces the size of capacitance used since a capacitance on the intermediate bus is equivalent to that capacitance divided by the square of the K factor when reflected to the input bus. For example, with a K factor of 1/5 a mere 4µF on the input bus looks like 100µF on the intermediate bus.

Input Line Fusing

Both the IBC and BCM modules are not internally fused in order to provide flexibility in configuring power systems. However, input line fusing must always be incorporated within the power system. A fast acting fuse should be placed in series with the +IN port.

For more information or to discuss your specific application contact Vicor Applications Engineering: Contact Us: http://www.vicorpower.com/contact-us.
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